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Part I: Results of TiTC Assessment Review  
 
 

1. What is the total number of assessments on your District’s Assessment Inventory Form 
(Attachment IV)?  

 
The total number of assessments on the Croton Harmon School District’s Assessment 
Inventory form is 189.  
 

2. What is the total number of assessments that were reviewed during the PNW BOCES TiTC 
Program Days? 

 
We collected 15 assessments and conducted an in depth review of 6 assessments from 
Grade 5-7 Science. This in depth analysis included the following assessments: 
Grade 5- 
Bridge Building Unit 
Grade 6-  
Unit 1 Quiz 
Natural Disaster/Ancient Civilizations Challenge 
Earth’s Structure Lab 
Mesopotamia/Climate & Weather Essential Questions Extended Response 
Grade 7- 
Create/Adopt an Element Assessment 
 

3. Based on the assessment review, what assessments will be eliminated, revised, kept, and 
added? 

 
Of the 6 assessments evaluated we will eliminate 2 of those 6. We’ve decided to eliminate 
them as they were not authentic assessments nor do they provide differentiation, or 
options for feedback.  
The remaining 4 assessments will be revised and kept. We will revise to include areas for 
immediate feedback/reflection. As well as build in more opportunities for formative 
assessment and diagnostics throughout units.  
Inside of the BOCES TiTC professional development we’ve decided to focus on one project 
based unit. This unit will be implemented in a 7th grade science class.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



4. What did your assessment review reveal? 
 
From our assessment review we learned that the majority of these assessments examined 
were formative or summative assessments.  All of these assessments asked students to 
create something that showcases their knowledge or generate solutions to problems. The 
majority of these assessments provided opportunities for students to confer with others as 
well as designed to develop problem solving skills.  
 
This analysis was very informative and revealed that additional evidence was needed in 
order to determine explicitly which standards the assessments were aligned. To perform 
this review, we analyzed each assessment against the Entry Point Rubric. During our first 
session at TITC looked at each entry point, we examined each entry point and discussed its 
value for the Croton School District. The entry points we examined the assessments against 
were- Alignment and Validity, Impact on Instruction, Authenticity, Diversified and 
Balanced, Thinking Demands and Rigor, and Reliability.  This rubric proved to be an 
invaluable resource and can have many positive implications moving forward. This 
research also revealed that in 4 out of 6 of the assessments students were asked to reflect 
on the Essential Questions and Big Ideas of the unit.  The data also showed that we need 
more information on how growth is measured as 0 out of 6 assessments were used for 
diagnostic purposes. 
 

5. What conclusions did the team draw from the review? What new questions (needing 
further investigation) emerged about the assessment repertoire?  

 
As a result of the data review, the team drew a several conclusions and raised a variety of 
questions. Conclusions included:  
*We may need to redesign assessments to provide immediate feedback/reflection.  
*The data shows we value real world problem based learning.  
*It is clear we value having students take on and solve real world problem. 
*A wide variety of assessments are used. 
Questions produced as a result of the data analysis included:  
*How clear and pronounced does differentiation need to be? How explicit? 
*How differentiated do these assessments need to be, when we’ve differentiated 
throughout?  
*How do we give kids more choice even in the assessment? 
*How do we quantify growth? 
*How do we provide assessments and learning experiences that give children access to 
more authentic audiences? 
In making this experience most valuable moving forward we need to continue to review 
assessments, and connect our work district wide. The resources provided to use at PNW 
BOCES and TITC will be crucial in our work at our District Goals and continuation of our 
mission and vision. 


